Please put a number next to the events listed below corresponding to when the events occurred. In addition, please write the year of occurrence next to each event.

1. Golden Age of Kiev under Yaroslav the Wise
2. Michael Romanov is selected the new czar
3. Reign of Ivan the Great
4. Reign of Ivan the Terrible
5. Cyril and Methodius introduce the Cyrillic alphabet to the Russians
6. Slavic people from Novgorod ask the Vikings to rule them
7. The Slavs settle in present-day Russia, Ukraine and Belarus
8. The Mongols capture Kiev and begin rule of Russia
9. The center of Russian power shifts from Kiev to Moscow
10. Princess Olga is baptized in Constantinople
11. Prince Vladimir converts Kiev to Eastern Orthodox Christianity
12. Alexander Nevsky defeats the Swedes, preventing conversion of the Eastern Slavs to Roman Catholicism